with network techniques utilized on the subproblems. For simplicity only two subproblems will be considered, but the method obviously generalizes to any number of subproblems. Our problem with only two subproblems Is thus:
find f (1 ' > 0 , f (2^ > 0 , s > 0 , and min Z subject to tf (1) + tf (2) Ef (2) If ( l>> (2) Note that any solution X (1) , A (2) to (2.3) determines an f (1) , f (2) by equations (2.2). We denote the indicated linear transformations as The multipliers associated with each equation are Indicated at the left.
Note that beginning with equation (2.3), the usual notation for the decomposition approach has been Introduced, fo Is simply equal to -Z so that we maximize The program (2.5) is refered to as the full master because it contains all the extreme point solutions of the subproblems. We will refer to a restricted master which is a subset of the full master that includes the current basis.
Assume for the moment that we have a basic feasible solution to (2.5). That is, we have a subset of k columns, of the K columns of subproblem one, and a subset of I columns, of the L columns of subproblem two. Together with the fo column, these k + £ columns constitute a basis for the full master. If we then associate multipliers with each equation, we may determine their values in the usual manner: IT fo ■ 1 ; n S (1) -.. (1) wo ; ^ s (2) . wo (2) 0 (i) (2) Now that we have the multipliers ir , -UQ > ~V>o we oust check to see If we have an optimal solution. That Is, we want to examine the columns of (2.5) that have the lowest cost. We must determine A (1 > 0 (1) 0 (2) min TT S; ^ ; IT S* 1 i 0 (2) mln ir Sj ' 1 1 But we see that
which Implies we must solve the subproblems of the form find f (k) > 0 , mln Z (k) subject to Y f (k) -Z (k) (2.6) Consider now the subproblem that must be solved. Therefore, each arc has a "cost" associated with it which is the sum of the given 0 unconstrained travel time t. , and an additional tarrif n due to the demand for the arc exceeding its capacity. In effect, we put a price on the arcs with Insufficient capacity to discourage flow from using these arcs. If the arc is not at capacity, we have more capacity than Is demanded, and thus the price on the arc Is zero. At each Iteration the prices are re-evaluated and flow rerouted accordingly until the optimal Is reached. Note that the objective functions are the same for all the subproblems. This Is consistent with not discriminating between commodities on any arc. Thus, the price fo** any commodity to use a particular arc Is the same for each.
The procedure Is then to Introduce the winning column Into the restricted master, which consists of the current basis and the nonbaslc slacks. We then optimize the restricted master, yielding a new basis. A new set of n-ultlpllers may then be calculated and the subproblems resolved with these new prices, etc.
Since at each stage we are In effect optimizing the restricted master, the prices 0 associated with the nonbaslc slack variables will be *.• > 0 » Note the prices 0 associated wich basic slack variables are ir -0 .
The solution of the subproblems, although time consuming due to the large number, does not seem to be the restrictive aspect in this approach. Since these problems must be solved even in the uncapacitated traffic assignment problem, it is not surprising to find they must be solved in the capacitated case. At each Iteration, ie. solution of the subproblems, we must find the new prices to add on to the arcs at capacity. Since we know that when slack occurs on arc A. the 0 corresponding price v is equal to zero, we need only be concerned with the
(k) prices associated with the arcs at capacity and the multipliers -UQ associated with the subsum equations. Thus, at least theoretically it is only necessary to
Invert a matrix of this rank. As the inversion process limits the size of the network problem we can handle, we would like to find a.» alternative method for finding the prices. Of course, all the chain flows must, be nonnegative, Xj > 0 .
ARC-CHAIN FORMULATION

Instead
Finally, we define c th (k) j as the total travel time on chain C. between the k 1 *" origin-destination pair. Since we wish to minimize total travel time on the network, our objective function is
Thus, we have formulated the traffic assignment as the following linear program. solution to (3.4) . Thus, we can calculate TT , -VJQ as we did in the previous section. Note that these prices are the same type as those used in the decomposition approach, thus their sign is opposite that of the usual simplex multiplier. Let us now consider whether the prices are optimal for the program. Pricing out we have
for the optlznallty criterion. Notice that to test optimality It Is not necessary to look at all c v . If we look at c -mln c. , we know If we 8 M_ :, are optimal by whether c Is nonnegative or not; If c > 0 , we are optimal.
Also note that c. , the total travel time on chain C. between the k orlglndestlnatlon pair may be represented as follows: Rather than discussing the relative merits of this arc-chain formulation at this point, we will put this aside until the end of the next section. In the next section, we will shov that the arc-chain formulation is equivalent to a decomposition formulation and thus the problems encountered will be similar. is really a full master for a decomposition problem whose subproblems are shortest route problems between an origin-destination pair. By full master, we mean that 
COMPUTATIONAL STATUS
Now that the theory has been demonstrated, It seems appropriate to say a few more words concerning computational possibilities. We have Indeed shown that the problem can be formulated as two slightly different decomposition problems.
The first defines commodity as that flow leaving the k node. Thus, for M commodities, or centrolds, we have M uncontralned minimal cost flow problems. First, an approach using only network techniques would be desirable, but the simple pricing mechanism implied by the decomposition approach would seem hard to improve upon. Second, an efficient technique to calculate the prices that uses only the information associated with the capacitated arcs would greatly increase the size problem the above techniques could accomodate. Third, in practice a systematic technique of guesalng the prices might be the best.
Finally, as computer technology
Increases the amount of rapid access storage available to the user, the above techniques should prove to be extremely rapid. i
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The reason for considering this variation is to show that the proposed solution technique also solves this problem as an easy extension. The subproblems are obviously exactly the same as they were in the initial formulation. Thus, let us now consider the restricted master.
find X (1) > 0 X (2) Note that this only adds one more equation to the problem whil-adding several more variables. Thus, any straight forward method for optimising the restricted master, such as the revised simplex method, will yield prices Just as It did before. In fact, the solution technique for this problem is identical with that of the first formulation except shortcuts for obtaining prices may not be applicable.
Since the objective is to minimize total travel time regardless of cost, assuming we are within the budget, the solution is intuitive. We will spend money to increase the capacity of the shortest paths on critical arcs until one of two things happens. Either all commodities will be traveling over their shortest paths only or the budget will be constraining.
